


KickStart product), he felt confi-
dent enough to rent more land.
But Fisher and Moon are do-

ing more than selling a pump.
They're trying to market a new
model of development. Their
aim, says Fisher, is"to create dig-
nity rather than dependency and
to leave in place a sustainable
and dynamic private sector:'

Moon says KickStart oper-
ates on a simple maxim: "The

greatest good to the largest
number in the short-

est time at the least
cost:' It seems to

be working. The
company has sold

63,000 pumps in
lat Kenya, Tanzania and
)il MARTINFISHER Mali and estimates
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retails in Over the next three years,
KickStart plans to expand into
three more countries, sell

125,000 more pumps, roll out a
"deep-lift irrigation pump" that
can pull water from 60 ft. un-
derground and bring 400,000
more people out of poverty.
-By Ross Perlin
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~dthe Disaster Monitoring Constellation. Its job
rbiting eye on Nigeria's vanishing forest resources
Iii pipelines. It also watches for impending disasters
js and shares the information with a consortium

China, Thailand, Turkey, Vietnam and Britain.
art of Boroffice's ambitious plans. A commu-
signed to give even remote villagers access to
uled to be launched next year, and a second
!rvation satellite is planned for 2009. To make
ipace program self-sustaining, Nigeria wants to
~xcessbandwidth to other nations; a United Arab
rates-based company reportedly has already
ed a $250 million deal. "I'm very passionate
Jtspace technology, says Boroffice, 57, a former

biology professor. "I see what
it has done in India, and I
want to do the same in

Nigeria:' He is already
working on plans for the first
all-African satellite, with a
launch window around 2025.
-By Simon Robinson wifII
Gilber1da Costa/Abuja
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